
Good education marks the start of a fulfilled and success-
ful journey out into the world. This needs to cater to indivi-
dual strengths and weaknesses, inclinations and interests. 
FG Basel offers a sustainable school career and optional 
day school under one roof. Future-oriented forms of tea-
ching and learning and a multi-faceted support and talent 
programme round off the FG Basel offering.

FG Basel

• recognises and promotes the skills of those with savant 
syndrome

• helps with overcoming specific weaknesses

• supports the targeted route to the Swiss high-school- 
leaving qualification

• has a school building with modern infrastructure

• offers structured school days and a friendly environ-
ment for the support of parents

• conveys values and traditions in a friendly environment

FG Basel offers a uniform and coordinated educational pa-
thway under one roof: from nursery to the recognised Swiss 
high-school-leaving qualification or secondary school qualifi-
cation with a certificate.
When designing its educational concept and offers, FG Basel 
uses the scope available to it to ensure innovative teaching 
that focuses on individual support as well as a pioneering day 
school concept. In classes that are usually comparatively small 
with less-noticeable differences in level, our pupils achieve 
their educational objectives reliably and determinedly thanks 
to talent-appropriate lessons, individual learning support and 
qualified teachers. This provides them with the best possible 
preparation for solid vocational training or a university de-
gree. Additional benefits include precisely coordinated tran-
sitions and ease of movement between the individual school 
levels. Likewise, FG Basel can guarantee ease of movement 
with respect to the public school system. English is introduced 
at the nursery level, and at higher school levels, our pupils can 
acquire internationally recognised language certificates or the 
bilingual Swiss high-school-leaving qualification.

FG Basel is set up as a day school right through to the end of 
primary school. Additional hours can be used from Monday to 
Friday from 7:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. and compiled individually. 
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The broad range of options extends from care in the morning 
and lunch in the school canteen all the way through to work-
shops. In various courses and offerings, children and young 
people can further enhance their ability to act autonomously 
and social skills and can realise their personal talents.

For children and young people who join FG Basel with no Ger-
man or very little German, an individually customised intensi-
ve programme is put together to promote their acquisition of 
German as the top priority until they can follow lessons.

In addition, through FG Fit to Learn and FG Coaching, the 
school offers personal support with learning and individual 
support that is also open to external pupils.

A supportive community
Strong relationships between pupils and teachers convey 
a sense of security and support learners in their day-to-day 
schooling.

Contacts gained at FG Basel often last a lifetime. Former pu-
pils can take advantage of a network that extends far beyond 
the Basel region. Many of them remain associated with FG Ba-
sel, stay in touch with the school and can be encountered at 
school festivals, talks and events. The alumni association has 
an important role and is extremely active in ensuring that such 
contact is maintained.

Infrastructure as an important support
Modern infrastructure is indispensable and an important sup-
port for the enjoyment of school. FG Basel has its own big 
playground, a huge, modern three-court sports hall, labora-
tories for chemistry, biology, physics and IT, as well as fully 
equipped music rooms and band rooms. The in-house can-
teen team provides pupils with hearty lunches.

Security is a top priority
Easily accessible by public transport and surrounded by resi-
dential districts, the FG Basel site offers everything you need 
for a good school. In addition, FG Basel provides a friendly at-
mosphere and a large degree of comfort and security.


